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BSc Thesis
Topic: lntegrating the RCAS lndex with the Software Heritage Archive

The Software Heritage Archive [1, 3] is an attempt to collect all publicly accessible software

source code. lt is the largest archive of its kind and archives more than 90 million repositories

with 6 billion source code files. The data is modeled as a graph that encodes, among others,

the directory structure of the archived repositories as well as the contents of each source code

file. Querying such a large database is challenging and requires specialized index structures.

The Robust Content-And-Structure (RCAS) index [4] is a novel index for semi-structured hier-

archical data. Unlike pure content indexes or pure structure indexes, the RCAS index is de-

signed to answer queries efficiently that contain a value predicate on the content of some

attribute (e.g., file size) and a path predicate on the location of this attribute in the hierarchical

structure of the data. An example of such a Content-and-Structure (CAS) query is to find all

files that are larger than 1OMB and that are stored in the home directory of a user.

The goal of this Bachelor thesis is to first implement the RCAS index and then integrate ¡t

with the Software Heritage Archive. ln particular, the student should explore how the RCAS

index can be used to index the Software Heritage Archive and what kind of queries are best

supported by the RCAS index.

Tasks

1. Study the relevant literature [4] to understand how the RCAS index interleaves paths and

values in the index.

2. lmplement the RCAS index. The implementation must support (a) the bulk construction

of the index for given a dataset and (b) querying the index for given a CAS query. Ano-

ther possible angle to explore is a more space-efficient implementation of RCAS using

techniques from [2],
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3. Familiarize yourself with the Software Heritage Archive [1, 3]. Download a subset of the
dataset and explore its structure. Which queries on this dataset can be supported by the
RCAS index?

4. lntegrate your RCAS implementation from task 2 with the dataset collected in task 3.

5. Conduct an experimental evaluation of your implementation. The evaluation should in-
clude runtime measurements for the queries selected before. Additionally, evaluate the
space consumption of the RCAS index on the dataset.

6. Write the thesis (approximatety 50 pages).

7. Present the thesis in a DBTG meeting (25 minutes presentation).
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